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Abstract: The anomalous currents of two-flavor chiral nuclear matter in the presence
of chiral imbalance are computed, using recently developed methods exploiting generalized
transgression, which facilitates the evaluation of both the equilibrium partition function and
the covariant currents. The constitutive relations for both the broken and unbroken phase
of the theory are studied and the out-of-equilibrium nondissipative transport coefficients
determined. In the superfluid phase, the vector covariant currents exhibit nondissipative
chiral electric, magnetic, and vortical effects, the latter governed by chiral imbalance.
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1 Introduction
Quantum chiral anomalies are associated with very robust mathematical properties of
gauge fields beyond perturbation theory [1–6]. A practical consequence of this is that the
anomalous contribution to the quantum effective action can be obtained from very general
considerations using differential geometry. Although nonlocal in (Euclidean) dimension
D = 2n − 2, the effective action can be written as a local functional in D + 1 = 2n − 1
dimensions, using the Chern-Simons form associated with the appropriate anomaly polyno-
mial. For systems exhibiting spontaneous symmetry breaking, the mathematical structure
of the anomaly determines the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) effective Lagrangian describ-
ing the low-energy interaction of Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons with gauge fields.
This state of affairs turns out to be specially useful in the study of anomalous hy-
drodynamic transport [7, 8], where fluids are coupled to classical external sources through
currents affected by ’t Hooft anomalies. These novel class of transport phenomena include
the chiral magnetic [9, 10] and electric [11] effects, as well as the chiral vortical effect [12]
(see also [13, 14] for dedicated reviews). They are of physical relevance in various physical
setups, including heavy ion collisions [15–18] as well as astrophysics and cosmology [19–23].
The equilibrium partition functions at finite temperature for these systems can be
computed from the anomalous effective action functional by implementing dimensional
reduction on the Euclidean time cycle [24]. The anomaly is then carried by the local part
of the partition function while the covariant currents, giving the response of the system to
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the physical sources, can be obtained from its nonlocal piece. Transport coefficients are
then read off the expressions of these currents. The application of these techniques to the
study of anomalous hydrodynamics has been developed in a number of works [24–31].
In a previous paper [32], we used differential geometry to obtain explicit operative
expressions allowing the computation of the equilibrium partition function of fluids in
the presence of quantum (’t Hooft) anomalies, as well as the construction of the various
currents associated with the corresponding global symmetries. Although applicable to
generic theories, the strategy presented there turned out to be particularly powerful for
systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking, where the covariant anomalous currents can
be obtained without going through the study of the WZW effective action [33, 34], which
generically has a rather cumbersome expression. In fact, these currents can be readily
computed by an appropriate transformation of the Bardeen-Zumino (BZ) terms of the
unbroken theory using the NG boson matrix. This method has been recently implemented
in the study of multi-Weyl semimetals [35].
In this work we show how the results of Ref. [32] are applied to the analysis of
chiral nuclear matter (super)fluids in the presence of chiral, isospin, and baryon number
imbalance. More specifically, we study a two-flavor hadronic fluid with unbroken chiral
symmetry, as well as its superfluid phase when this symmetry is spontaneously broken. In
the latter case, the equilibrium partition function is computed from the WZW functional by
implementing dimensional reduction. The standard computation of the consistent currents
would proceed by taking functional derivatives of this complicated action with respect to
classical external sources. The corresponding covariant (vector and axial-vector) currents
would then be obtained by adding the appropriate BZ terms. Instead of doing this, here
we compute the covariant currents directly from the BZ polynomials using the explicit
formulae found in [32], which notably simplifies the calculation.
By expressing the currents in terms of the different Lorentz tensor structures built
from the NG bosons, together with the magnetic field and the vorticity, we identify the
different transport phenomena present in the theory and compute the corresponding out-of-
equilibrium transport coefficients. Our results show the existence of the chiral electric effect
first found in [11] and confirm its nondissipative nature. In addition to this, we also find
that all dependence of the electromagnetic, baryonic and isospin currents on the vorticity
comes weighted by the chemical potential µ5 and therefore disappears in the absence of
chiral imbalance µ5 → 0. Despite being erased from the currents, vorticity dependent
terms survive in the equilibrium number densities in this limit. Explicit expressions of
the out-of-equilibrium transport coefficients in the unbroken phase of the theory are also
provided.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the main results
of Ref. [32] which will be later used in the analysis of hadronic (super)fluids. After this,
we study in Section 3 a two-flavor hadronic fluid without chiral symmetry breaking and
compute its equilibrium partition function, as well as the relevant currents and the energy-
momentum tensor to leading and first order in the derivative expansion. Section 4 will be
devoted to the study of this system in the phase in which chiral symmetry is spontaneously
broken, computing the corresponding pion partition function up to first order in derivatives.
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In Section 5, the covariant currents and constitutive relations of this hadron superfluid will
be computed, and the emergence of various chiral effects discussed. Finally, we summarize
our conclusions in Section 6.
2 Equilibrium partition functions from differential geometry
For the reader’s convenience and to make our presentation self-contained, in this section
we briefly summarize the formalism and main results of Ref. [32]. Key expressions will be
given in components for their use later on in the paper.
We study a theory of chiral fermions coupled to external gauge fields focusing for the
time being on the simplest case of a single gauge potential one-form and its field strength
two-form, both taking values on the algebra of the gauge group G
A = −iAµdxµ,
F ≡ dA+A2 = − i
2
Fµνdxµdxν . (2.1)
The main ingredient in the construction of the anomalous effective action in D = 2n − 2
dimensions, and thus of the equilibrium partition function, is the anomaly polynomial, a
2n-form built in terms of F . If the external gauge field A is coupled to a right-handed
fermion, this is given by
P(F) ≡ 2pi(chF)2n = cnTrFn with cn = 1
n!
in
(2pi)2n−1
, (2.2)
where chF is the Chern character (see [36] for definitions and conventions) and its subscript
indicates that we only retain the form of degree 2n. The global normalization is dictated
by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem relating the anomaly with the topological properties
of the gauge bundle. The anomalous part of the effective action Γ[A]CS can be constructed
then in terms of the Chern-Simons form ω02n−1(A,F), defined by
P(F) = dω02n−1(A,F) =⇒ Γ[A]CS = cn
∫
M2n−1
ω02n−1(A,F). (2.3)
In the case of a left-handed fermion, the corresponding expression for the effective action
carries an additional global minus sign. For theories with various chiral fermions, the
result is obtained by adding the contributions of the different species weighted by the
corresponding signs (+ for right- and − for left-handed fermions).
To compute the equilibrium partition function, we define the theory on a generic static
background [37] whose metric, upon choosing appropriate coordinates, can be brought to
the form
ds2 ≡ Gµν(x)dxµdxν = −e2σ(x)
[
dt+ ai(x)dx
i
]2
+ gij(x)dx
idxj . (2.4)
Written like this, the metric has manifest timelike Killing vector given by ∂t. We also take
all other tensor fields in the theory to have vanishing Lie derivative with respect to this
Killing field, which in the coordinates chosen simply means that they are time-independent.
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The form of the line element (2.4) is preserved by Kaluza-Klein (KK) transformations,
defined by position-dependent shifts generated by the vector field ζ(x) = φ(x)∂t together
with an appropriate redefinition of the metric function ai(x), namely
(t,x) −→ (t+ φ,x),
ai −→ ai − ∂iφ. (2.5)
The diffeomorphism generated by ζ(x) induces the following change on the components of
gauge field one-forms defined on this spacetime
A0 −→ A0,
Ai −→ Ai −A0∂iφ. (2.6)
Associated with this metric, we can introduce the properly normalized four-velocity of
comoving observers in the static metric (2.4)
uµ = e−σ
(
1,0
)
=⇒ uµ = −eσ
(
1, ai
)
. (2.7)
This defines a congruence of timelike geodesics foliating the spacetime by spatial hypersur-
faces normal to uµ, whose induced metric is given by
hµν = Gµν + uµuν =⇒ hij = gij , (2.8)
with h00 = h0i = 0.
Tensor fields in this geometry can be decomposed into KK-invariant combinations by
splitting them into longitudinal and transverse components with respect to the vector uµ.
To do this, we introduce the projector
Pµν ≡ hµν = δµν + uµuν =
(
0 −ai
0 δij
)
, (2.9)
and contract indices with the identity written in the form δµν = −uµuν + Pµν . In the case
of a gauge field, the result is
Aµ = −
(Aνuν)uµ +AνP νµ. (2.10)
Scalar quantities are, by definition, invariant under KK transformations and so is the
combination appearing in the first term
Aµuµ = e−σA0 ≡ e−σA0. (2.11)
For the transverse components, using the explicit form of the projector, we find
AνP νµ =
(
0,Ai −A0ai
) ≡ (0, Ai). (2.12)
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This pulled-back one-form, having a vanishing time component, is automatically KK-
invariant as can be checked from Eq. (2.6). Thus, gauge field one-form in Eq. (2.1)
can be written in terms of KK-invariant components defined by
A0 ≡ eσuµAµ = A0,
Ai ≡ AµPµi = Ai −A0ai. (2.13)
From here we retrieve the decomposition used in [32]
A = −iAν
(
− uνuµ + P νµ
)
dxµ ≡ −iA0θ(x) +A = −iA0θ − iAidxi, (2.14)
where we have defined the one-form θ ≡ −e−σuµdxµ. Together with dxi, it makes up a
KK-invariant cotangent basis1. The relations (2.13) can be inverted to write
Aµ = −e−σA0uµ +Aiδiµ. (2.15)
Similar decompositions can be written also for a vector fieldWµ∂µ in terms of KK-invariant
components (W 0,W i), by expanding it in the KK-invariant tangent basis {uµ∂µ, Pµi∂µ} =
{eσ∂0, ∂i − ai∂0}
Wµ∂µ = −
(Wνuν)uµ∂µ + PµiW i∂µ
= eσW 0∂0 +W
i
(
∂i − ai∂0
)
=
(
eσW 0 −W iai
)
∂0 +W
i∂i, (2.16)
so we have
Wµ = (eσW 0 −W iai)uµ +W iδµi . (2.17)
The notation used in this paper is a slight modification of the one introduced in
Ref. [32]. We reserve calligraphic script A, F ,... to denote the KK-variant components.
Roman script A,F, . . . indicates the corresponding KK-invariant fields. From Eq. (2.6), we
notice that the time component of the gauge field A0 is KK invariant, so we have A0 = A0.
However, unlike in Ref. [32], here we only use Hermitian components for the diverse adjoint
fields, as can be seen from the presence of the −i factor in Eq. (2.1).
To construct the equilibrium partition function at temperature T0 ≡ β−1, we use the
imaginary time formalism setting in (2.3) a manifold M2n−1 with topology S1 × D2n−2,
where the second factor is a (2n− 2)-dimensional ball and the thermal cycle S1 has length
β. Since all fields are time-independent, the integration over dx0 is trivially implemented
by replacing
i
∫
S1×D2n−2
dt −→ 1
T0
∫
D2n−2
. (2.18)
Using this prescription, one finds that the equilibrium partition function has the following
structure
iΓ[A0,A]CS = W [A0,A]inv +W [A0,A]anom, (2.19)
1The KK-invariant gauge one-form Aidx
i corresponds to the hatted connection used in Ref. [24].
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where the first piece is gauge invariant and the anomaly is carried by the second term.
This decomposition was found in [24], while in [32] we provided closed expressions for both
terms using generalized transgression [38]. The first, gauge invariant piece can be written
as the following integral over the bulk manifold D2n−2
W [A0,A]inv = − incn
T0
∫
D2n−2
∫ 1
0
dtTr
[
A0
(
F − itA0da
)n−1]
, (2.20)
where we have introduced the KK gauge field one-form a ≡ aidxi. Being a higher-
dimensional integral, this term is nonlocal in physical space. The anomalous part of the
partition function, on the other hand, takes the form
W [A0,A]anom = − icn
T0
∫
S2n−3
∫ 1
0
dtA0 δ
δF ω
0
2n−1(A,F)
∣∣∣∣∣∣A→A
F→F−itA0da
, (2.21)
where S2n−3 ≡ ∂D2n−2 is the physical space. This contribution to the effective action not
only carries the anomaly, but is actually local.
It should be stressed at this point that, despite its gauge invariance, the nonlocal
piece in (2.19) is crucial for the computation of the covariant currents and the anomalous
contribution to the energy-momentum tensor. Indeed, covariant and consistent currents
are then derived from the variation of the invariant and anomalous pieces of the partition
function under δBA = B0θ +B
δBW [A0,A]inv =
∫
S2n−3
Tr
(
− iB0J0,cov +BJcov
)
+ bulk terms,
δBW [A0,A]anom =
∫
S2n−3
Tr
(
− iB0J0,cons +BJcons
)
. (2.22)
In fact, the local character of the anomalous part of the effective action in (2.19) can
be derived on more general grounds. To fix ideas, let us consider the simplest case of a
left- and a right-handed fermion coupled to external U(1) vector Vµ = (V0,V) and axial-
vector Aµ = (A0,A) external gauge fields in flat four-dimensional spacetime. The nonlocal
anomalous effective action for these fields can be written as [39]
S[V,A]eff = − e
2
16pi2
∫
d4x
∫
d4y
(
µναβVµνVαβ
)
x
(
1
2
)
xy
(
∂σAσ
)
y
, (2.23)
where Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ is the field strength associated with the Abelian vector gauge
field. In the static case where all fields are time-independent, we can implement dimensional
reduction and the effective action simplifies to
S[V,A]eff = ie
2
4pi2T0
∫
d3x
∫
d3y
(
ijkVijV0k
)
x
(
1
∇2
)
xy
(
∇ ·A
)
y
= − ie
2
4pi2T0
∫
d3x
∫
d3y
(
∇V0 ·B
)
x
(
1
∇2
)
xy
(
∇ ·A
)
y
, (2.24)
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where we have identified the electric and magnetic fields associated to the vector gauge
connection, E = −∇V0 and B = ∇ × V . Taking into account that ∇ · B = 0 and
integrating by parts twice, we find
S[V,A]eff = − ie
2
4pi2T0
∫
d3x
∫
d3y
(
V0B
)
x
[
∇y ·∇x
(
1
∇2
)
xy
]
Ay
= − ie
2
4pi2T0
∫
d3x
(
V0B ·A
)
x
, (2.25)
which is indeed a local functional in three dimensions. This expression is invariant under
vector gauge transformations (notice that V0 does not change when the gauge parameter
is time-independent), whereas its variation under axial-vector gauge transformations A→
A+∇η reproduces the axial anomaly
δηS[V,A]eff = − ie
2
4pi2T0
∫
d3x η E ·B. (2.26)
In Ref. [32] a general prescription was given allowing the construction of the equilib-
rium partition function of generic theories, as well their consistent and covariant currents.
Concerning the energy-momentum tensor, the Chern-Simons effective action (2.3) is a topo-
logical invariant and therefore independent of the metric defined on the manifold M2n−1.
Naively, it would seem then that the anomaly does not induce any terms in the energy-
momentum tensor. However, this is not so. As a result of the dimensional reduction (2.18)
based on the KK-invariant decomposition (2.14), the partition function acquires an ex-
plicit dependence on the metric function ai(x), which brings about a nonzero anomalous
contribution to the T i0 component of the energy-momentum tensor.
The Bardeen anomaly. From now on we focus our analysis on the case of the Bardeen
anomaly in D = 4 (n = 3), where the corresponding equilibrium partition function de-
pends on non-Abelian vector V = −iVµdxµ and axial-vector A = −iAµdxµ external gauge
fields. The appropriate Chern-Simons form preserving the invariance under vector gauge
transformations takes the form (see [32] for details)
ω˜05(A,FV ,FA) = 6Tr
(
AF2V +
1
3
AF2A −
4
3
A3FV + 8
15
A5
)
, (2.27)
where the field strengths are given in components by
FV = − i
2
Vµνdxµdxν ≡ − i
2
(
∂µVν − ∂νVµ − i[Vµ,Vν ]− i[Aµ,Aν ]
)
dxµdxν ,
FA = − i
2
Aµνdxµdxν ≡ − i
2
(
∂µAν − ∂νAµ − i[Vµ,Aν ]− i[Aµ,Vν ]
)
dxµdxν . (2.28)
After implementing dimensional reduction and writing everything in terms of the corre-
sponding KK-invariant fields (V0, Vi) and (A0, Ai) [cf. (2.14)], we find that the invariant
and anomalous parts of the anomalous functional can be computed by the likes of Eqs.
(2.20) and (2.21) (details and the explicit expressions can be found in Ref. [32]). The
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expectation values of the two-forms dual to the spatial vector and axial-vector covariant
currents can be obtained by functional differentiation from the invariant nonlocal part of
the partition function according to [24, 32]
〈JV 〉cov ≡ 〈?jV 〉cov = T0 δ
δFV
W [V0,A0,FV ,FA]inv,
〈JA〉cov ≡ 〈?jA〉cov = T0 δ
δFA
W [V0,A0,FV ,FA]inv, (2.29)
where the star represents the Hodge dual on the spatial S3. An explicit expression of these
currents has been given in Ref. [32]. Writing
j = −iJkdxk, (2.30)
and expressing the KK-invariant vector and axial-vector gauge forms in terms of their
components
V = −iVidxi,
A = −iAidxi,
=⇒
FV = − i
2
Vijdx
idxj ,
FA = − i
2
Aijdx
idxj ,
(2.31)
we arrive at the expressions
〈J iaV 〉cov =
Nc
8pi2
e−σik`Tr
{
ta
[
V0Ak` +Ak`V0 +A0Vk` + Vk`A0 + 2(V0A0 +A0V0)∂ka`
]}
,
〈J iaA〉cov =
Nc
8pi2
e−σik`Tr
{
ta
[
V0Vk` + Vk`V0 +A0Ak` +Ak`A0 + 2(V
2
0 +A
2
0)∂ka`
]}
,
(2.32)
where, for later use, we have assumed that chiral fermions coupling to the external fields
come in Nc different colors. To keep the notation homogeneous, we used V0 = V0 and
A0 = A0. In addition to this, the covariant time components are zero for both the vector
and axial-vector covariant currents [24, 32]
〈Ja0V 〉cov = 〈Ja0A〉cov = 0. (2.33)
Raising the index using the static metric (2.4), we find
〈J 0aV 〉cov = −ai〈J iaV 〉cov,
〈J 0aA〉cov = −ai〈J iaA〉cov, (2.34)
where the right-hand side of these expressions can be read off from Eq. (2.32) and spatial
indices are raised and lowered using the three-dimensional transverse metric gij . The flavor
components of the current are defined by
J µa ≡ Tr
(
taJ µ
)
, (2.35)
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with ta the gauge group generators. Identities (2.34) can be written in a Lorentz-covariant
way by stating that the covariant current is transverse to the four-velocity, namely
uµ〈J µaV 〉cov = uµ〈J µaA〉cov = 0. (2.36)
As for the anomaly-induced component of the energy-momentum tensor, its dual two-
form can be also obtained by taking functional derivatives of the invariant part of the
effective action [32]
T (V0,V ,A0,A) = T0
[
δ
δ(da)
+ iV0 δ
δFV
+ iA0 δ
δFA
]
W [V0,A0,FV ,FA]inv. (2.37)
Taking the Hodge dual and writing the equation in components, we find the explicit ex-
pression
T i0 (V0, A0, Vi, Ai) = −
Nc
8pi2
e−σijkTr
[
Vjk(V0A0 +A0V0) +Ajk(V
2
0 +A
2
0)
+
2
3
∂jak(A
3
0 + 3A0V
2
0 )
]
. (2.38)
Nambu-Goldstone bosons. The differential geometry approach to the computation of
covariant currents is specially useful when applied to systems with spontaneous symmetry
breaking. In this case, the dynamics of NG bosons is largely determined by the anomaly
through the following prescription for the WZW effective action [1]
Γ[A,U ]WZW = Γ[A]CS − Γ[AU ]CS, (2.39)
where AU = U−1AU+U−1dU is the gauge connection transformed by U . The correspond-
ing equilibrium partition function is computed implementing the dimensional reduction to
give [32]
W [A0,A, U ]WZW = iΓ[A0,A]CS − iΓ[AU0 ,AU ]CS
= W [A0,A]anom −W [A0,A+ dUU−1]anom. (2.40)
Here, the gauge invariant nonlocal piece of the partition function in Eq. (2.19) cancels
between the two terms in the first line. Thus, the partition function for NG bosons can
be computed using the prescription (2.21). Again, we focus our analysis to the case of the
Bardeen anomaly, where chiral fermions couple to vector and axial-vector external gauge
fields. If the gauge group G×G breaks down to its vector subroup, G×G → G, the resulting
WZW partition function has the structure
W [V0,A0,V ,A, U ]WZW = W [V0,A0,V ,A]anom −W [VU0 ,AU0 ,V U ,AU ]anom, (2.41)
where the transformed dimensionally-reduced gauge fields are given by
VU0 =
1
2
(V0 +A0) + 1
2
U−1(V0 −A0)U,
AU0 =
1
2
(V0 +A0)− 1
2
U−1(V0 −A0)U, (2.42)
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together with
V U =
1
2
(V +A) +
1
2
U−1(V −A)U + 1
2
U−1dU,
AU =
1
2
(V +A)− 1
2
U−1(V −A)U − 1
2
U−1dU. (2.43)
One of the main results of Ref. [32] is that the covariant current for systems with
spontaneous symmetry breaking can be computed without resorting to the WZW effective
action, which usually contains a large number of terms. Instead, they can be obtained from
the (Hodge dual) BZ current J (A)BZ of the unbroken theory. For the Bardeen anomaly,
the vector and axial-vector parts of the covariant currents can be obtained from the identity
cn`ω˜
0
2n−1(V,A) = −Tr
(
BV J VBZ +BAJ ABZ
)
, (2.44)
where ω˜02n−1(V,A) is the Chern-Simons form preserving vector gauge transformations,
while the operator ` is defined by its action over the gauge field and field strength forms
[38]
`V = `A = 0, `FV = BV , `FA = BA. (2.45)
In four-dimensions, the relevant Chern-Simons form ω˜05(V,A) is given in Eq. (2.27). After
a short calculation, one arrives at the following expressions for the BZ currents in terms of
KK-variant vector and axial-vector gauge fields and their fields strengths
〈J µaV 〉BZ = −
Nc
8pi2
µναβTr
[
ta
(
VναAβ +AνVαβ + 8i
3
AνAαAβ
)]
,
〈J µaA〉BZ = −
Nc
24pi2
µναβTr
[
ta
(
AναAβ +AνAαβ
)]
, (2.46)
where ta are the generators of the gauge group G.
Once the BZ currents are known, the right- and left-handed components of the (dual)
covariant current in the spontaneously broken symmetry phase is given by the simple
relation [32]
J Rµ (AR,AL, U)cov = J Rµ (AR,AUL )BZ,
J Lµ (AR,AL, U)cov = UJ Lµ (AR,AUL )BZU−1, (2.47)
where the AR and AL gauge fields are defined in terms of Vµ and Aµ respectively by
AR = V +A,
AL = V −A, (2.48)
while the corresponding components of the BZ left- and right-handed one-form currents
are
J R(V,A)BZ = 1
2
[
J V (V,A)BZ + J A(V,A)BZ
]
,
J L(V,A)BZ = 1
2
[
J V (V,A)BZ − J A(V,A)BZ
]
. (2.49)
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The expressions for J Rcov and J Lcov have been computed in [32] using (2.46). Here we write
them in flavor components
J Ra (AR,AL, U)cov = −
i
24pi2
Tr
{
ta
[(
U−1ALU −AR + UR
)(
FR + 1
2
U−1FLU
)
+
(
FR + 1
2
U−1FLU
)(
U−1ALU −AR + UR
)
− 1
2
(
U−1ALU −AR + UR
)3]}
,
J La (AR,AL, U)cov = −
i
24pi2
Tr
{
ta
[(
AL − UAR U−1 + UL
)(
FL + 1
2
UFRU−1
)
(2.50)
+
(
FL + 1
2
UFRU−1
)(
AL − UAR U−1 + UL
)
− 1
2
(
AL − UAR U−1 + UL
)3]}
,
where the notation
UR = U
−1dU, UL = dUU−1, (2.51)
has been used. Once these left- and right-handed currents have been evaluated, the vector
and axial-vector covariant dual currents are obtained by
J Va (V,A, U)cov = J Ra (V +A,V −A, U)cov + J La (V +A,V −A, U)cov,
J Aa (V,A, U)cov = J Ra (V +A,V −A, U)cov − J La (V +A,V −A, U)cov. (2.52)
3 Two-flavor QCD fluid with unbroken chiral symmetry
We apply the formalism reviewed above first to the computation of the covariant currents
and the energy-momentum tensor of a QCD fluid with two flavors on the static geome-
try (2.4). We work in the chiral limit, where the global symmetry group is U(2)L×U(2)R.
Since the gauge group is non-Abelian, the maximal number of chemical potentials that can
be consistently introduced equals the dimension of the Cartan subalgebra [40, 41]. In our
case, the U(2) factors are generated by
t0 =
1
2
1, ti =
1
2
σi, (3.1)
with σi the Pauli matrices. Accordingly, we take background fields lying on the combination
of the generators t0 and t3 and define the KK-invariant background
V0(x) = V00(x)t0 + V30(x)t3,
Vi(x) = V0i(x)t0 + V3i(x)t3,
A0(x) = A00(x)t0, (3.2)
Ai(x) = 0.
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Furthermore, we take a nonzero constant value for A00, which is related to the axial chemical
potential µ5 controlling chiral imbalance by
2
µ5 = e
−σA00. (3.3)
The other two chemical potentials µ0 and µ3 are associated with the time-components of
the vector gauge fields according to
µ0 = e
−σV00,
µ3 = e
−σV30, (3.4)
and respectively control baryon number and isospin imbalance. By choosing A00 to be
constant, we are focusing on corrections to the covariant currents and energy-momentum
tensor that contain a single derivative of the vector background fields. In addition, as
in [42, 43], we have not included terms in A0 proportional to t3, which would contribute
to the axial-vector current.
Using Eq. (2.15), the gauge fields can be written in a formally Lorentz covariant
form in terms of the chemical potentials and the four-velocity. For A0µ, since the spatial
components are zero, the gauge field itself is proportional to the four-velocity vector
A0µ = −e−σA00uµ = −µ5uµ. (3.5)
The associated field strength can then be written as
A0µν = −µ5
(
∂µuν − ∂νuµ
)
+
(
uµ∂νµ5 − uν∂µµ5
)
, (3.6)
where we identify two terms respectively related to the vorticity tensor and the spacetime
variations of the chemical potential µ5 governing chiral imbalance. For the vector gauge
fields Vaµ, we find (a = 0, 3)
Vaµ = −e−σVa0uµ + δiµVai = −µauµ + δiµVai, (3.7)
whose field strength tensor, besides the vorticity and chemical potential gradient contribu-
tions pointed out in the axial-vector field, has an extra piece
Vaµν = −µa
(
∂µuν − ∂νuµ
)
+
(
uµ∂νµa − uν∂µµa
)
+ δiµδ
j
νVaij , (3.8)
with Vaij = ∂iVaj −∂jVai the field strength of the KK-invariant components of the Abelian
background vector gauge field.
2This definition of the axial chemical potential differ by a factor of 2 from the one used in [24, 32], where
this quantity was introduced through the identity Aµ = Aiδiµ − µ5uµ1. To compare with the results of
these references, one should replace µ5 → 2µ5 in our expressions.
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3.1 Partition function and gauge currents
At leading (zeroth) order in the derivative expansion, the partition function can be written
in terms of the pressure P0, which depends on the temperature and the chemical potentials
µ0 and µ3 defined in Eq. (3.4), namely
W =
1
T0
∫
d3x
√
geσP0(µ0, µ3, T ). (3.9)
The first order correction to this result is given by the anomalous equilibrium partition
function computed in [32] in the language of differential forms. For a general background,
the same expression written in components gives
W [V0, A0, Vi, Ai]
U(2)×U(2)
anom =
Nc
8pi2T0
∫
S3
d3x
√
gijk
{(
TrV0
)
Tr
(
VijAk +
4i
3
AiAjAk
)
+
(
TrVij
)
Tr
(
V0Ak
)
+
[
Tr
(
V0Vij
)− (TrV0)(TrVij)](TrAk)
+
1
3
(
TrAij
)
Tr
(
A0Ak
)
+
1
3
[
Tr
(
A0Aij
)− (TrA0)(TrVij)](TrAk)
+
1
3
(
TrA0
)
Tr
(
AijAk
)− 4
3
(
TrAi
)
Tr
(
V0AjAk
)
(3.10)
− 1
2
fij
[
(TrV0)
2 − TrV 20
]
(TrAk)− 1
6
fij
[(
TrA0
)2 − TrA20](TrAk)
+ fij
(
TrV0
)
Tr
(
V0Ak
)
+
1
3
fij
(
TrA0
)
Tr
(
A0Ak
)}
+
1
2
C2T0
∫
S3
d3x
√
g ijkfij
(
TrAk
)
.
Here ijk represents the Levi-Civita pseudotensor, normalized according to 123 = 1/
√
g.
The last term in the anomalous effective action mixes the axial-vector gauge field with the
KK vector field and is responsible for the corrections to the chiral vortical effect quadratic
in the temperature. Various analyses show [25, 44, 45] that the coefficient C2 is related
to the value of the mixed gauge-gravitational anomaly and is not computable using the
differential geometry methods used here. We stress that the functional given in Eq. (3.10)
only contains KK-invariant gauge fields, while its explicit dependence on the metric function
ai comes through the Abelian field strength
fij ≡ ∂iaj − ∂jai. (3.11)
Thus, the equilibrium partition function is explicitly invariant under KK gauge transfor-
mations.
The covariant vector and axial-vector currents can be computed using Eqs. (2.32)
and (2.34), particularized to the background (3.2). Expressing them in terms of the four-
velocity uµ, the chemical potentials (3.3) and (3.4), and the field strength components
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Vµν = Vaµνta of the KK-variant fields [see (2.28)], we arrive at
〈J µ0V 〉cov =
Nc
16pi2
µ5
µναβuνV0αβ,
〈J µ3V 〉cov =
Nc
16pi2
µ5
µναβuνV3αβ,
〈J µ0A〉cov =
Nc
16pi2
µναβuν
[
µ0V0αβ + µ3V3αβ +
(
µ20 + µ
2
3 − µ25
)
∂αuβ
]
, (3.12)
〈J µ3A〉cov =
Nc
16pi2
µναβuν
(
µ3V0αβ + µ0V3αβ + 2µ0µ3∂αuβ
)
,
where we have followed the notation introduced in Eq. (2.30). In these expressions and in
the following, the four-dimensional Levi-Civita pseudotensor is normalized such that3
0123 =
1√−G =
e−σ√
g
=⇒ 0ijk = e−σijk, (3.13)
with G the determinant of the static metric (2.4) and ijk the three-dimensional antisym-
metric pseudotensor normalized as 123 = 1/
√
g [cf. Eq. (3.10)].
The second quantity to be conside is the anomalous contribution to the energy-momentum
tensor, codified in the vector qµ defined by
Tµν = uµqν + uνqµ. (3.14)
This can be evaluated from Eq. (2.38) and takes the form
qµ =
Nc
16pi2
µναβuνµ5
[
µ0V0αβ + µ3V3αβ +
(
µ20 + µ
2
3 −
1
3
µ25
)
∂αuβ
]
. (3.15)
These Abelianized expressions match the general structure for the anomalous currents
derived in Ref. [46]. It should be pointed out that the vectors in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15) are
transverse to uµ, as it follows from the general structure of the covariant currents found
in Eq. (2.34). As we will see in Sec. 5.3, this property is broken in the presence of NG
bosons, where the covariant currents develop a longitudinal component.
Inspecting the different terms in the currents and energy-momentum tensor given in
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15), we find that the coupling to the external gauge fields comes through
the magnetic components of the non-Abelian vector field strength (a = 0, 3)
Bµa ≡
1
2
µναβuνVaαβ =
(
− ajjk`∂kVa`, ijk
(
∂jVak + aj∂kVa0
))
=
(
−ajjk`
(
∂kVa` +
1
2
Va0fk`
)
, ijk
(
∂jVak +
1
2
Va0fjk
))
, (3.16)
3In this work, we depart from the conventions of Ref. [36], where the Levi-Civita tensor is defined with
an additional power of
√−G.
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where the second line is obtained by applying the decomposition (2.15) to the definition of
the magnetic field. The explicit dependence on the four-velocity uµ, on the other hand, is
codified in terms of the vorticity vector
ωµ ≡ 1
2
µναβuν∂αuβ =
1
4
eσ
(
jk`ajfk`,−ijkfjk
)
. (3.17)
Having identified these transverse structures, we write the constitutive relations in covariant
form
〈J µaV 〉cov = ξabV,BBµb + ξaV ωµ,
〈J µaA〉cov = ξabA,BBµb + ξaAωµ, (3.18)
qµ = ξa,BBµa + ξ,V ωµ,
so the corresponding out-of-equilibrium anomalous transport coefficients associated with
the chiral magnetic, the chiral vortical, and the chiral separation effects can be read from
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15), to give
ξabV,B =
Nc
8pi2
µ5δ
ab, ξaV = 0,
ξabA,B =
Nc
8pi2
[
(µ0 − µ3)δab + µ3
]
, ξaA =
Nc
8pi2
[(
µ20 + µ
2
3 − µ25
)
δa0 + 2µ0µ3δ
a3
]
, (3.19)
ξa,B =
Nc
8pi2
µ5
(
µ0δ
a0 + µ3δ
a3
)
, ξ,V =
Nc
8pi2
µ5
(
µ20 + µ
2
3 −
1
3
µ25
)
.
3.2 Baryon, isospin, and electromagnetic currents
We define now the vector baryonic and isospin currents as those associated with the gen-
erators t0 and t3, which properly normalized read
J µbar =
2
3
Ψγµt0Ψ, (3.20)
J µiso = Ψγµt3Ψ,
where Ψ is a flavor doublet of Dirac spinors made out of the two light quark flavors
Ψ =
(
u
d
)
, (3.21)
with each spinor being decomposed into its two chiralities according to
u =
(
uL
uR
)
, d =
(
dL
dR
)
. (3.22)
Electromagnetism, on the other hand, is identified with the U(1)V subgroup generated
by the charge matrix Q defined by the Gell-Mann–Nishijima formula
Q ≡ 1
3
t0 + t3 =
(
2
3 0
0 −13
)
, (3.23)
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where charges are expressed in units of the elementary charge e. In terms of Q, the
electromagnetic current is now given by
J µem ≡ eΨγµQΨ =
e
3
Ψγµt0Ψ + eΨγ
µt3Ψ, (3.24)
where we have introduced the explicit dependence on e.
Since the electromagnetic field is the only propagating gauge field in the theory, it
is convenient to take Q as one of the elements of the basis of the Cartan subalgebra of
the vector factors SU(2)V×U(1)V , instead of the U(1)B generator t0. Then, the vector
background field Vµ can be written as
Vµ = V0µt0 + V3µt3 = 3V0µQ+
(
V3µ − 3V0µ
)
t3. (3.25)
We thus identify the electromagnetic potential as the gauge field coupling to Q, while the
component along the generator of the Cartan subalgebra of SU(2)V is set to zero, since
it is just an auxiliary field which does not contain propagating degrees of freedom at low
energies
3V0µ ≡ eVµ
V3µ − 3V0µ = 0
}
=⇒ V3µ = 3V0µ = eVµ. (3.26)
This in turn implies the following relation between the isospin and baryonic chemical
potentials
µ0 =
1
3
µ3 =
e
3
e−σV0. (3.27)
At the quantum level, the expectation values of the consistent electromagnetic, bary-
onic, and isospin currents can be written in terms of the values of the consistent vector
currents 〈J µaV 〉cons (with a = 0, 3), obtained by varying the quantum effective action
〈J µem〉cons =
e
3
〈J µ0V 〉cons + e〈J µ3V 〉cons,
〈J µbar〉cons =
2
3
〈J µ0V 〉cons, (3.28)
〈J µiso〉cons = 〈J µ3V 〉cons.
The same pattern is followed by the BZ terms of each current and, as a consequence, the
same relations are satisfied by the corresponding covariant currents. Given these expres-
sions, it is clear that the currents defined in Eqs. (3.20) and (3.24) satisfy the Gell-Mann–
Nishijima relation also at the quantum level
〈J µem〉 =
e
2
〈J µbar〉+ e〈J µiso〉. (3.29)
We can use now the constitutive relations (3.18) and transport coefficients (3.19) to
find the constitutive relations for the covariant electromagnetic current
〈J µem〉cov =
e
3
〈J µ0V 〉cov + e〈J µ3V 〉cov
=
eNc
24pi2
µ5
(
Bµ0 + 3Bµ3
)
. (3.30)
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To recast the term inside the bracket in terms of the physical electromagnetic field, we
recall Eq. (3.26), from where the following expression of the KK-variant components of
the electromagnetic potential Vµ follows
(V0,Vi) ≡ (V0,Vi + V0ai) =⇒
{ Eµ3 = 3Eµ0 = eEµ
Bµ3 = 3Bµ0 = eBµ
(3.31)
where the KK-variant electric and magnetic fields are defined in the usual way from the
corresponding field strength
Eµ ≡ Vµνuν ,
Bµ ≡ 1
2
µναβuνVαβ. (3.32)
With this, the constitutive equation for the electromagnetic current in Eq. (3.30) reads
〈J µem〉cov =
5e2Nc
36pi2
µ5Bµ, (3.33)
which also gives the transport coefficient associated with the chiral magnetic effect. On
the other hand, the vanishing of the coefficient ξaV implies the absence of a chiral vortical
effect in the vector currents of the unbroken theory.
Alternatively, we can express the current in terms of the KK-invariant magnetic field
defined from the electromagnetic potential Vµ
Bµ ≡ Bµ + 6
e
µ0ω
µ =
(
− ajjk`∂kV`, ijk∂jVk
)
, (3.34)
to read
〈J µem〉cov =
5e2Nc
36pi2
µ5B
µ − 5eNc
6pi2
µ0µ5ω
µ. (3.35)
Thus, once expressed in terms of the physical fields, a contribution to the chiral vortical
conductivity emerges, together with the one associated with the chiral magnetic effect.
This is similar to the results found in [47] for an Abelian U(1)V×U(1)A theory.
The cancellation leading to our result ξaV = 0 in (3.19) is a direct consequence of
having considered the flavor group U(2)×U(2) and, to our knowledge, has not been noticed
before in the literature. In a sense, this means that when expressed in terms of the KK-
invariant fields the chiral vortical effect in Eq. (3.35) is geometrically determined, since
its value is encoded in the relation between KK-variant and KK-invariant gauge fields
components (2.13). This state of affairs contrasts with the U(1)×U(1) case, studied in
[47, 48], where such cancellation does not take place.
4 Pion partition function of two-flavor QCD in the chiral limit
Let us allow now for the possibility of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in the the-
ory studied in the previous section. The first thing to be taken into account is that the
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axial symmetry U(1)A is already broken by nonperturbative effects and therefore not re-
alized as an invariance of the theory. As a consequence, we focus on the spontaneous
breaking of the surviving subgroups SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)V down to its vector-like factors
SU(2)V×U(1)V . In the process, three NG bosons (the three pions) appear, corresponding
to the broken generators of SU(2)A. No NG boson is associated with the U(1)A factor
since, as mentioned, this symmetry is absent from the start.
These NG bosons are codified in the matrix U , which can be parametrized using the
Pauli matrices σa as
U = exp
(
i
3∑
a=1
ζaσa
)
with
3∑
a=1
ζaσa =
√
2
fpi
(
1√
2
pi0 pi+
pi− − 1√
2
pi0
)
, (4.1)
with pi0, pi± the three pion fields and fpi ≈ 92 MeV the pion decay constant. In order
to secure the invariance of the effective action under the gauge transformations of the
electromagnetic potential introduced in Eq. (3.26), we need the NG field to transform
according to
δχVi(x) = ∂iχ(x) =⇒ δχU(x) = −χ(x)[Q,U(x)], (4.2)
which gives the correct assignment of charges to the three pions.
Having zero baryon number, pions do not couple to the gauge field associated with the
baryon number factor U(1)B generated by t0, although they do couple to the gauge field
along the isospin generator t3. The covariant derivative acting on the NG boson field reads
ξµ ≡ DµU = ∂µU − iV3µ[t3, U ], (4.3)
where we see how V0µt0 drops out of the commutator. With this in mind, the action at
lowest order in derivatives can be written as
W =
1
T0
∫
d3x
√
geσP (µ0, µ3, T,V3µ, U)
=
1
T0
∫
d3x
√
geσ
[
P0(µ0, µ3, T ) +L
]
, (4.4)
where P0 is the pressure in the absence of NG bosons, already introduced in Eq. (3.9). The
second term L contains all dependence on the pions and has the following expression in
terms of KK-invariant fields
L =
f2pi
4
GµνTr
[
DµU(DνU)
†
]
=
f2pi
4
[
e−2σTr
(
ξ0ξ
†
0
)− gijTr (ΦiΦ†j)] , (4.5)
where Φi are defined by
Φi = ∂iU − iV3i[t3, U ]. (4.6)
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Notice that in this expression Q can replace t3 inside the commutator, whereas from Eq.
(3.26) we know that V3i = eVi. Similarly, since V30 = eV0, we find that ξ0 = −ieV0[Q,U ].
As a consequence, the leading order Lagrangian (4.5) governs the electromagnetic coupling
of the two charged pions pi±. In the case of the neutral pion, the analogous coupling is
mediated by the anomaly and only appears at the next order in the derivative expansion,
as we will see below.
At first order in derivatives, the correction to the partition function is given by the
corresponding WZW action in the background (3.2). This quantity was computed in [32]
and in components reads
W [V0µ,V3µ, A00, U ]
U(2)×U(2)
WZW =
1
8pi2T0
∫
S3
d3x
√
g ijk
{
−1
2
V00V3i∂jTr
[
(Rk + Lk)Q
]
+
i
6
V00Tr
(
LiLjLk
)
+
1
2
(
V00∂iV3j + V30∂iV0j +
1
2
fijV00V30
)
Tr
[(
Rk + Lk
)
Q
]
+
1
6
A00
(
∂iV3j +
1
2
fijV30
)
Tr
[
(Rk − Lk)Q
]
(4.7)
−1
3
A00
(
∂iV3j +
1
2
fijV30
)
V3kTr
[
Q
(
Q− U−1QU
)]}
.
Here we have introduced the notation
Ri ≡ iU−1∂iU,
Li ≡ i∂iUU−1. (4.8)
Notice that since U takes values on SU(2), the generator t3 can be interchanged with the
charge matrix Q inside the traces in Eq. (4.7).
We can now expand the equilibrium partition function (4.7) in powers of the pion fields.
Keeping terms with just one derivative and up to two pion fields, the basics identities to
be used are
Tr
[
(Ri + Li)Q
]
= − 2
fpi
∂ipi
0 +O(pi3),
Tr
[
(Ri − Li)Q
]
+ 2ViTr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]
=
2i
f2pi
(
∂ipi
−pi+ − pi−∂ipi+
)
(4.9)
− 4
f2pi
pi−pi+Vi +O(pi4).
Plugging these expansions into Eq. (4.7), we find the following partition function in terms
of the pion and electromagnetic field
W [Vµ, pi
0, pi±]WZW = −
∫
S3
d3x
√
g
[
e2Nc
12pi2fpiT0
V0∂kpi
0
(
Bk +
1
4
ijkfijV0
)
(4.10)
+
iµ5eNc
24pi2f2piT
(
pi−∂kpi+ − pi+∂kpi− − 2iepi+pi−Vk
)(
Bk +
1
2
ijkfijV0
)]
,
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where the magnetic field is defined as usual by Bi = ijk∂jVk [cf. Eq. (3.34)]. In addition,
we have used Eq. (3.3) to identify the chemical potential governing chiral imbalance, as well
as the local temperature T (x) = T0e
−σ(x). While the first term gives the anomaly-mediated
coupling of the neutral pion to the electromagnetic field, corrected by the effect of the curved
background, the second one agrees with the form of the parity-odd couplings obtained from
the WZW effective action in systems with chiral imbalance, as shown in [49, 50].
To compare with existing results in the literature, it is convenient to go back to (4.7)
and recast it in terms of the electromagnetic potential Vµ as
W [Vµ,U ]
U(2)×U(2)
WZW =
∫
S3
d3x
√
g ijk
(
g1(ν)∂iVjTr
[
Q
(
Rk + Lk
)]
(4.11)
+ g2(ν)
{
−1
2
ViTr
[
Q∂j(Rk + Lk)
]
+
i
6e
Tr
(
LiLjLk
)}
+
T0
2
g3(ν)fijTr
[
Q
(
Rk + Lk
)]
+g4(ν5)
(
∂iVj +
1
2
fijV0
){
2VkTr
[
Q
(
Q− U−1QU
)]
− 1
e
Tr
[
Q(Rk − Lk)
]})
,
where we have written
ν(x) ≡ µ(x)
T (x)
=
V0(x)
T0
,
ν5(x) ≡ µ5(x)
T (x)
=
A00(x)
T0
, (4.12)
the chemical potential µ = e−σV0 being associated with electric charge imbalance. Our mi-
croscopic computation of the non-Abelian anomalous effective action leads to the following
prediction for the couplings
g1(ν) = g2(ν) =
Nce
2
24pi2
ν(x)
g3(ν) =
Nce
2
48pi2
ν(x)2 (4.13)
g4(ν5) =
Nce
2
48pi2
ν5(x),
where the corresponding operators are gauge invariant. The equilibrium partition function
(4.11) is the analog to Eq. (2.26) of Ref. [51], where the couplings (4.13) parametrize the ac-
tion of a single NG boson associated with a broken U(1) symmetry. Similar formulae have
been obtained in Ref. [52]. Notice, however, that our expression is more general. In par-
ticular, it allows the computation of currents in sectors different from the electromagnetic
one, as it will be shown later.
5 Constitutive relations of the two-flavor hadronic superfluid
The covariant currents computed above provide the first correction in the derivative expan-
sion of the hydrodynamics constitutive relations for the currents and the energy-momentum
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tensor. On general grounds, physical quantities in hydrodynamics admit the decomposi-
tion in terms of their perfect fluid contributions and corrections containing higher terms
in derivatives. For the case of a generic current and the energy-momentum tensor, we
have [51–54]
J µ = J µPF + νµ,
Tµν = TµνPF + Π
µν , (5.1)
where the subscripts PF indicate the perfect fluid contributions and νµ and Πµν are written
in terms of the tensor quantities characterizing the system, as well as their spacetime
derivatives. The constitutive relations provide the dependence of the coefficients of each
term on physical quantities such as the temperature and the chemical potentials. Non-
perfect fluids terms in (5.1) induce corrections in these constitutive relations at first and
higher-order in derivatives.
The presence of these gradient-dependent corrections to the perfect fluid quantities
leads to ambiguities, since different definitions of the same physical variable may vary
by gradient-dependent terms (δT, δµ, δuµ, . . .) which vanish in the limit of ideal hydrody-
namics. Since these ambiguities cannot change the form of the currents and the energy-
momentum tensor, the perfect fluid constitutive relations have to compensate these higher
order terms by a shift in their perfect fluid values
T0 −→ T0 + δT (x),
µ0 −→ µ0 + δµ(x), (5.2)
uµ0 −→ uµ0 + δuµ(x).
In hydrodynamics, these kind of ambiguities are fixed by selecting a frame, which in our
case is chosen by requiring that one-derivative corrections to perfect fluid quantities vanish.
As a consequence, constributions at this order come only from the terms νµ and Πµν in
Eq. (5.1). For systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking, it was found [32] that the
energy-momentum tensor receives no corrections
Πµν = 0. (5.3)
There are nevertheless nonvanishing corrections νµ to the current, which admit the decom-
position (2.16) in terms of its longitudinal and transverse components
νµ = eσ
(
ν0 + aiν
i
)
uµ +
(
δµi − δµ0 ai
)
νi. (5.4)
As explained in Sec. 2, the combinations (ν0 + ajν
j , νi) are KK-invariant.
5.1 The gauge currents at leading order
After these general considerations, we go back to the spontaneously broken two-flavor QCD
model presented above, and begin with the analysis of the gauge currents at leading order
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in the derivative expansion. These and the energy-momentum tensor are computed by
taking the corresponding functional derivatives on the effective action (4.4). For the gauge
currents, this calculation leads to the expressions4
〈J00〉PF ≡ −T0e
σ
√
g
δW
δV00
= −n0eσ,
〈J30〉PF ≡ −T0e
σ
√
g
δW
δV30
= −n3eσ + f
2
pi
2
V30Tr
(
[Q,U ][Q,U †]
)
,
〈J i0〉PF ≡
T0e
−σ
√
g
δW
δV0i
= 0, (5.5)
〈J i3〉PF ≡
T0e
−σ
√
g
δW
δV3i
=
if2pi
4
gijTr
(
[Q,U ]Φ†j + [Q,U
†]Φj
)
,
where the number densities n0 and n3 are defined by
n0 =
∂P
∂µ0
, n3 =
∂P
∂µ3
. (5.6)
These densities satisfy the thermodynamic identity
ε+ P = Ts+ µ0n0 + µ3n3, (5.7)
where the entropy density is given by
s =
∂P
∂T
. (5.8)
In computing the currents (5.5) we have also replaced t3 by Q inside the commutators.
It is interesting to notice that, since the term L in (4.4) does not depend on V0µ,
it does not contribute to the baryonic current. Then, the relations (3.28) imply that the
NG-dependent part of the consistent electromagnetic current is completely determined by
the isospin one. On the other hand, the NG-independent term P0 would contribute to
both the baryonic and isospin currents, since this function depends on both V00 and V30.
Finally, the components of the energy-momentum tensor are similarly computed to give
〈T00〉PF ≡ −T0e
σ
√
g
δW
δσ
= e2σε+
f2pi
2
Tr
(
ξ0ξ
†
0
)
,
〈T i0 〉PF ≡
T0e
−σ
√
g
(
δW
δai
− V00 δW
δV0i
− V30 δW
δV3i
)
=
f2pi
4
gijTr
(
ξ0Φ
†
j + ξ
†
0Φj
)
, (5.9)
〈T ij〉PF ≡ −2T0e
σ
√
g
gikgjm
δW
δgkm
= Pgij +
f2pi
4
gikgjmTr
(
ΦkΦ
†
m + ΦmΦ
†
k
)
.
4Since the BZ terms contain one derivative of the gauge fields (see Section 5.2), at leading order in the
derivative expansion there is no distinction between consistent and covariant currents. The subscript in the
expectation value just indicates that they provide the perfect fluid contribution.
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These expressions can be brought into a covariant form by writing them in terms of the
static metric Gµν defined in Eq. (2.4) and the four velocity uµ given in (2.7). For the
currents, we find
〈J0µ〉PF = n0uµ,
〈J3µ〉PF = n3uµ + if
2
pi
4
Tr
(
[Q,U ]∂µU
† + [Q,U †]∂µU
)
(5.10)
+
f2pi
2
V3µTr
(
[Q,U ][Q,U †]
)
,
whereas the expression for the energy-momentum tensor is
〈Tµν〉PF = (+ P )uµuν + PGµν + f
2
pi
4
GµαGνβTr
[
DαU(DβU)
† +DβU(DαU)†
]
. (5.11)
5.2 Covariant currents and Bardeen-Zumino terms at first order in derivatives
The anomaly-induced WZW partition function (4.7) provides the corrections at first order
in derivatives to the leading order currents and energy-momentum tensor given in Eqs. (5.5)
and (5.9). It is at this order that we have to start distinguishing between consistent and
covariant currents. The usual approach to compute them is to begin with the consistent
current, which is obtained by taking functional derivatives of the WZW partition func-
tion (4.7). The covariant current is then found by adding the corresponding BZ terms.
Here we use a more efficient procedure developed in [32] and reviewed in Section 2. Instead
of using the WZW action, we arrive at the covariant current directly from the BZ current
using Eqs. (2.50) and (2.52).
The fact that the anomaly admits two different forms, consistent and covariant, brings
up the issue of which current is physically relevant for the evaluation of the anomalous trans-
port coefficients. As far as the physics of transport is concerned, it is necessary to consider
the covariant currents, as can be argued using the notion of anomaly inflow [55]. As seen in
[24, 27, 32], the covariant anomaly is the result of the transport of conserved global charge
in the higher-dimensional bulk space that overflows onto the spacetime boundary. This
strongly indicates that actual charge transport is governed by the covariant current, while
the consistent current determine the coupling to the sources in the equilibrium partition
function5.
The upshot is that covariant currents, although not coupling directly to the external
fields, are the ones relevant in the hydrodynamic description and provide the constitutive
relations that lead to the determination of the different transport coefficients. In the case
at hand, we particularize Eq. (2.50) to the background defined in (3.2), keeping always
in mind that A00 = e
σµ5 is a constant field. Then, we apply the relations (2.52) leading
to the calculation of the vector and axial-vector components of the current. After some
5The physical relevance of the covariant current in a different context has been discussed in [56].
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algebra, we arrive at
〈J µ0V 〉cov = −
Nc
16pi2
µναβ
{
A0νV0αβ − 1
2
V3ναTr
[(
Rβ + Lβ
)
Q
]
+V3ν∂αTr
[(
Rβ + Lβ
)
Q
]
− i
3
Tr
(
LνLαLβ
)}
,
〈J µ3V 〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
µναβ
(
3A0νV3αβ +A0νV3αβTr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]
(5.12)
− ∂α
{
A0νTr
[(
Rβ − Lβ
)
Q
]
+ 2A0νV3βTr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]}
− 3
2
V0ναTr
[(
Rβ + Lβ)Q
])
,
for the vector currents. In the case of the axial-vector currents, a similar calculation leads
to the results
〈J µ0A〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
µναβ
(
A0νA0αβ − 1
2
V3να
{
Tr
[(
Rβ − Lβ
)
Q
]
+ 2V3βTr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]})
, (5.13)
〈J µ3A〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
µναβ
(
−3
2
V0να
{
Tr
[(
Rβ − Lβ)t3
]
+ 2V3βTr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]}
− 1
2
A0ναTr
[(
Rβ + Lβ
)
Q
]
+A0ν∂αTr
[(
Rβ + Lβ
)
Q
])
.
We will make use of these covariant expressions in later sections to identify the relevant
tensor structures and compute the out-of-equilibrium transport coefficients.
In order to find the consistent currents, we need to find the explicit form of the BZ
terms (2.46) in the background (3.2). For the vector BZ currents we have (a = 0, 3)
〈J µaV 〉BZ = −
Nc
4pi2
µναβTr
(
taVναAβ
)
= − Nc
16pi2
µναβA0νVaαβ. (5.14)
Using Eq. (3.5), it can be written as
〈J µaV 〉BZ =
Nc
8pi2
e−σA00Bµa =
Nc
8pi2
µ5Bµa , (5.15)
where the magnetic field (3.16) has been identified.
At this point, it is important to stress that since in the background (3.2) all fields lie
on the Cartan subalgebra of the group the theory is Abelianized, so the term cubic in Aµ
in the general expression of the BZ current vanishes. We should remember, however, that
this formally vanishing cubic term has to be kept when using the BZ current to compute
the covariant currents applying (2.47). The reason is that the term gives a nonvanishing
contribution upon transforming the left gauge field, as it is required by our prescription.
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Our construction of the covariant currents presented above used the explicit expression
(2.50), which already includes this contribution.
A similar analysis can be carried out for the axial-vector BZ current shown in (2.46),
which in the background of interest takes the form
〈J µaA〉BZ = −
Nc
12pi2
µναβTr
(
taAνAαβ
)
= −Ncδa0
24pi2
µναβA0ν∂αA0β
= −Ncδa0
12pi2
e−2σA200ω
µ = −Ncδa0
12pi2
µ25ω
µ, (5.16)
where we used the vorticity vector (3.17) and introduced the Kronecker delta to indicate
that 〈J µ3A〉BZ vanishes identically
〈J µ3A〉BZ = 0. (5.17)
Once the BZ currents are known, we compute the consistent gauge currents using
〈J µaV,A〉cons = 〈J µaV,A〉cov − 〈J µaV,A〉BZ. (5.18)
Subtracting the BZ terms computed in Eqs. (5.14) and (5.16) from the covariant currents
(5.12) and (5.13), we find that the consistent currents can be identified from the covariant
ones just by dropping all terms independent of the NG boson matrix U . The consistent cur-
rents can be alternatively computed taking functional derivatives from the WZW effective
action [37]
〈Ja0V 〉cons = −T0e
σ
√
g
δW
δVa0
,
〈J iaV 〉cons =
T0e
−σ
√
g
δW
δVai
,
〈Ja0A〉cons = −T0e
σ
√
g
δW
δAa0
, (5.19)
〈J iaA〉cons =
T0e
−σ
√
g
δW
δAai
.
However, in computing the spatial components of the axial-vector currents, whose dual
gauge field are set to zero in the background (3.2), we have to carry out the functional
derivatives in the WZW action before actually setting these fields to zero, which notably
complicates the calculation. The procedure used here avoids this, since it only makes use
of the BZ currents, being much more economical from a computational point of view.
5.3 Corrections to the leading order constitutive relations
A look at the results for the vector and axial-vector covariant currents given in Eqs. (5.12)
and (5.13) shows that all dependence on the NG bosons matrix U comes in terms of the
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following covariant expressions
H ≡ Tr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]
,
Iµ ≡ Tr
[(
Rµ + Lµ
)
Q
]
, (5.20)
Tµ ≡ Tr
[
Q
(
Rµ − Lµ
)]
+ 2V3µTr
[(
U−1QU −Q
)
Q
]
.
In terms of them, the one-derivative corrections to the currents in the static background (2.4)
take the form
〈J µ0V 〉cov =
Nc
16pi2
µναβ
[
∂νV3αIβ − V3ν∂αIβ + i
3
Tr
(
LνLαLβ
)]
+
Nc
8pi2
µ5Bµ0 ,
〈J µ3V 〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
µναβ
[
∂α
(
µ5uνTβ
)
− 3∂νV0αIβ
]
+
Nc
24pi2
µ5(H+ 3)Bµ3 , (5.21)
and
〈J µ0A〉cov =
Nc
48pi2
µναβ
(
∂νV3αIβ + 2H∂νV3αV3β
)
− Nc
12pi2
µ25ω
µ,
〈J µ3A〉cov =
Nc
48pi2
µναβ
[
3∂νV0αTβ − ∂ν
(
µ5uα
)
Iβ + µ5uν∂αIβ
]
. (5.22)
The currents can now be decomposed into their longitudinal and transverse components
with respect to the four-velocity uµ. The results can be written as linear combinations of
the following five pseudo-scalar quantities
S1,a ≡ µναβIµuν∂αVaβ = IµBµa (a = 0, 3),
S2 ≡ 1
2
µναβIµuν∂αuβ = Iµω
µ,
S3 ≡ µναβuµ
[
V3ν∂αIβ − i
3
Tr
(
LνLαLβ
)]
, (5.23)
S4,a ≡ µναβTµuν∂αVaβ = TµBµa (a = 0, 3),
S5 ≡ 1
2
µναβTµuν∂αuβ = Tµω
µ,
together with the four transverse pseudo-vectors
P
µ
1,a ≡ µναβuνIα∂β
(µa
T
)
(a = 0, 3),
P
µ
2 ≡ µναβuν∂αIβ,
P
µ
3,a ≡ µναβuνTα∂β
(µa
T
)
(a = 0, 3), (5.24)
P
µ
4 ≡ µναβuν∂αTβ.
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Notice that the definitions in Eq. (5.23) involve either the magnetic field or the vorticity
vector, defined in Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) respectively. The one-derivative corrections to
the gauge currents can now be written as
uµ〈J µ0V 〉cov = −
Nc
16pi2
(
S1,3 + S3
)
,
Pµν〈J ν0V 〉cov = −
Nc
16pi2
(
TPµ1,3 − µ3Pµ2 − 2µ5Bµ0
)
, (5.25)
for the zero flavor components, while the three-component gives
uµ〈J µ3V 〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
(
3S1,0 + 2µ5S5
)
,
Pµν〈J ν3V 〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
[
3TPµ1,0 + µ5P
µ
4 + 4µ3µ5Hω
µ − 2µ5(H+ 3)Bµ3
]
. (5.26)
In all these equations, we have used that fields are time-independent (and in particular
A00 = −µ5u0 is constant), as well as the expression of the local temperature T (x) =
T0e
−σ(x). In addition, we applied the identity
Pµν
νωαβTωαβ = −µναβuνe−σ
(
T0αβ − Tβα0
)
, (5.27)
valid for any tensor Tµαβ transverse in the α index, Tµαβ = TµνβP να. This equation can be
applied when the last index in Tµαβ is also transverse, Tµαβ = TµνσP ναP σβ, in which case
the second term on the right-hand side of (5.27) is equal to zero.
We see how the covariant vector currents can be written solely in terms of the pseu-
doscalar structures S1,a, S3, and S5, as well as the pseudovectors P
µ
1,a, P
µ
2 , and P
µ
4 . The
remaining structures, which will appear in the vector-axial currents, have zero transport
coefficients associated. The contribution of the BZ terms to Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26) can be
easily identified as those terms proportional to the magnetic field Bµa without gothic fonts
prefactors [cf. (5.15)]. Of course, these terms can only appear in the transverse components
of the covariant current, the BZ terms being themselves transverse. Notice as well that
the expressions of the covariant currents are given only in terms of the KK-variant gauge
fields Vaµ and A0µ, without any explicit reference to the KK gauge field ai.
Introducing the electric fields for a = 0, 3
Eaµ = Vaµνuν = e−σ∂µVa0 = T∂µ
(µa
T
)
, (5.28)
we can write the first pseudovector in (5.24) as
P
µ
1,a =
1
T
µναβuνIαEaβ, (5.29)
and identify the terms proportional to Pµ1,0 and P
µ
1,3 in the constitutive relations as the ones
associated to the chiral electric effect [11]. In particular, we can construct the transverse
covariant electromagnetic current as
Pµν〈J νem〉cov = −
eNc
48pi2
[
µναβuνIα
(
3E0β + E3β
)
− µ3µναβuν∂αIβ + µ5µναβuν∂αTβ
+ 4µ3µ5Hω
µ − 2µ5HBµ3 − 2µ5
(
Bµ0 + 3Bµ3
)]
. (5.30)
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Using (3.31) and (4.9), this can be written in terms of the electric Eµ, magnetic Bµ and
pions fields as
Pµν〈J νem〉cov =
e2Nc
12pi2fpi
µναβuν∂αpi
0Eβ − iµ5eNc
12pi2f2pi
µναβuν∂αpi
+∂βpi
−
+
µ5e
2Nc
12pi2f2pi
µναβuν∂α
(
pi+pi−
)Vβ + µ3µ5eNc
6pi2f2pi
pi+pi−ωµ (5.31)
+
5µ5e
2Nc
36pi2
Bµ +O(pi3).
Interestingly, the term proportional to pi+pi−Bµ cancels out from this expression.
The emergence of the chiral electric effect, i.e. charge transport normal to the direction
of the electric field, is manifest from the first term on Eq. (5.31), with a transport coefficient
that can be identified from this equation. Despite the ongoing discussion in the literature
concerning its nondissipative character (see, for example, Ref. [52]), our derivation of this
term clearly shows that the chiral electric effect is intrinsically nondissipative, i.e. it does
not lead to the production of entropy. Similar terms are present in the baryon and isospin
currents.
In fact, the fundamental feature preserving the nondissipative character of the chiral
electric effect in the constitutive relation (5.31) is the appearance of the pion field having
negative signature under time reversal T. Indeed, given the transformation properties
of the pions, T : pi0 → −pi0, T : pi± → −pi∓, the corresponding transport coefficient
must be T-even, thus revealing the reversible nature of the phenomenon. The situation
is somewhat reminiscent of the quantum Hall effect, where nondissipative electric charge
transport appears triggered by the presence of the T-odd external magnetic field. The
case of the chiral hadronic fluid studied here, however, has a closer resemblance to the
anomalous quantum Hall effect, where nondissipative transport is the result of T-breaking
brought about by the nontrivial topology of the band [57].
To compare our results with other analysis in the literature, we use the identities (4.9)
to write the spatial components of this current in terms of the pion fields and the electric
and magnetic fields associated with the electromagnetic potential Vµ as
〈J iem〉cov =
e2Nc
12pi2fpi
ijk∂jpi
0Ek − iµ5eNc
12pi2f2pi
ijk∂jpi
+∂kpi
−
+
µ5e
2Nc
12pi2f2pi
ijk∂j
(
pi+pi−
)
Vk +
µµ5eNc
6pi2f2pi
pi+pi−ωi (5.32)
+
5µ5e
2Nc
36pi2
(
Bi − 2µωi)+O(pi3),
where we have introduced the components of the physical electric field Ei = e−σ∂iV0. In
addition, we have introduced the electric charge chemical potential µ ≡ e−σV0 [cf. Eqs.
(3.27) and (4.12)]. This covariant electromagnetic current can be alternatively found by
adding the corresponding BZ term to the consistent current obtained by varying the WZW
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equilibrium partition function [cf. (4.10)]
W [Vµ, pi
0, pi±]WZW = −
∫
S3
d3x
√
g
[
e2Nc
12pi2fpiT
µ∂kpi
0
(
Bk − µωk
)
(5.33)
+
iµ5eNc
24pi2f2piT
(
pi−∂kpi+ − pi+∂kpi− − 2iepi+pi−Vk
)(
Bk − 2µωk
)]
,
with respect to the electromagnetic vector potential Vi. Similar expressions can be written
for the baryon and isospin currents. In the first case, we find
〈J ibar〉cov =
eNc
12pi2
[
1
fpi
ijk∂jpi
0Ek +
1
3
µ5
(
Bi − 2µωi
)]
+O(pi3), (5.34)
while for the isospin current the result is
〈J iiso〉cov = −
eNc
24pi2
[
− 1
fpi
ijk∂jpi
0Ek +
2i
ef2pi
µ5
ijk∂jpi
+∂kpi
− − 2
f2pi
µ5
ijk∂j
(
pi+pi−
)
Vk
− 4
f2pi
µµ5pi
+pi−ωi − 3µ5
(
Bi − 2µωi
)]
+O(pi3). (5.35)
All three currents are easily seen to be invariant under the gauge transformations of elec-
tromagnetism δεVi = ∂iε, δεpi± = ±ieεpi±.
A relevant feature to notice in all three currents shown in Eqs. (5.32), (5.34), and
(5.35) is that the terms proportional to the vorticity vector ωi come always multiplied
by the chiral chemical potential µ5. This means that in the absence of chiral imbalance
(µ5 = 0) there are no contributions to the electromagnetic, isospin, and baryonic currents
depending of the vorticity.
Despite of this fact, the partition function (5.33) shows the existence of a direct cou-
pling of the vorticity vector to the pion gradient which is not weighted by µ5. Setting the
electromagnetic field to zero for simplicity, this leads to the following form of the isospin
number density
n3 =
(TrQ)eNc
2pi2fpi
µ∂kpi
0ωk, (5.36)
where we have written the result in terms of the trace of the charge matrix Q. This
expression agrees with the results found in [58] for the baryon and isospin number densities
of a hadronic fluid under rotation [59], which shows the existence of a vorticity coupling
with the pion gradient in the absence of chiral imbalance. It is nevertheless surprising that
no such effect survives in the spatial currents themselves, as it is seen from our explicit
results.
To close this section, we study the one-derivative corrections to the constitutive rela-
tions derived from the covariant axial-vector currents. Their longitudinal and transverse
projections are now given by
uµ〈J µ0A〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
S4,3,
Pµν〈J ν0A〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
(
TPµ3,3 + 2µ3HBµ3 + 4µ25ωµ
)
, (5.37)
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and
uµ〈J µ3A〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
(
3S4,0 − 2µ5S2
)
,
Pµν〈J ν3A〉cov = −
Nc
48pi2
(
3TPµ3,0 + 6µ3HBµ0 − µ5Pµ2
)
. (5.38)
As in the case of the vector currents, here we also find the occurrence of a nondissipative
chiral electric effect associated with the terms Pµ3,a, whose corresponding susceptibilities
are obtained from the previous equations.
Expressed in terms of the KK-invariant electromagnetic fields, we find the following
explicit expressions for the transverse components of the axial-vector covariant currents
〈J i0A〉cov =
Nc
24pi2f2pi
[
ieijk
(
pi−∂jpi+ − pi+∂jpi− − 2iepi+pi−Vj
)
Ek
+ 2eµpi+pi−
(
Bi − 2µωi
)
− 2µ25ωi
]
+O(pi3),
〈J i3A〉cov =
Nc
24pi2f2pi
[
ieijk
(
pi−∂jpi+ − pi+∂jpi− − 2iepi+pi−Vj
)
Ek (5.39)
− 2epi+pi−
(
Bi − 2µωi
)]
+O(pi3).
These constitutive relations contain chiral separation effect terms of electric, magnetic, and
vortical type. Although all explicit dependence on the vorticity in Eq. (5.37) comes from
the BZ term and seems to disappear in the absence of chiral imbalance (µ5 = 0), once
written in terms of the KK-invariant quantities we find vorticity-dependent terms in both
constitutive relations, mediated by the charged pion fields, that survive in this limit.
Our calculation based on Eq. (2.47) shows clearly that in the limit of vanishing NG
fields, ζa → 0 (U → 1), the covariant currents are given by the BZ terms. For the
electromagnetic transverse current, we find from Eq. (5.32)
lim
pi0,pi±→0
Pµν〈J νem〉cov =
5µ5e
2Nc
36pi2
Bµ, (5.40)
where the KK-variant magnetic field has been defined in Eq. (3.32). This results exactly
reproduces the transverse covariant electromagnetic current of the unbroken theory, as
given in Eq. (3.33). This contrasts with the Abelian model studied in Ref. [60], in which
the BZ term gives 13 the result of the covariant current in the theory without spontaneous
symmetry breaking.
6 Closing remarks
In this paper we have studied the partition function and anomalous currents of a two-flavor
chiral hadronic (super)fluid using the expressions obtained in Ref. [32] in a general setup,
particularized to the background of interest. In a first instance, we focused our attention
onto the unbroken theory, computing the partition function from the anomalous functional
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realizing the Bardeen form of the anomaly. Explicit forms of the covariant currents were
provided in terms of the external sources, from where the transport coefficients associated
with the magnetic and chiral vortical effect are obtained. The anomalous correction to the
energy-momentum tensor of the unbroken theory was also computed.
In the case of the unbroken theory, we have explicitly computed the six transport
coefficients in the constitutive relations for the vector and axial-vector covariant gauge cur-
rents, as well as the anomaly-induced corrections to the energy-momentum tensor. When
expressed in terms of KK-variant fields, we find no vorticity-dependent terms in the con-
stitutive relations for the vector currents. This is the result of the specific structure of the
U(2)×U(2) group considered. Once written in terms of KK-invariant quantities, a nonva-
nishing chiral vortical conductivity appears, whose value is determined by the geometry of
the static background metric.
For the theory with chiral symmetry breaking, our computation of the covariant cur-
rents and the constitutive relations avoids the use of the WZW effective action. Instead,
we got the corresponding currents from the BZ terms of the unbroken theory, properly
transformed by the matrix of NG bosons. Consistent currents were then easily evaluated
by subtracting the contribution of the BZ polynomials. Our method greatly simplifies the
calculation of consistent (and covariant) currents, since expressions evaluated on the par-
ticular background considered are used at every calculation step, instead of dealing with
functional derivatives of the WZW action on a general background.
While the functional derivatives of the partition function lead to the consistent currents
in equilibrium, out-of-equilibrium expressions of those currents are retrieved by considering
their Lorentz covariant generalizations (see, e.g. [37]). In our case, we proceeded by writing
the covariant currents in a Lorentz covariant form, to retrieve the desired constitutive
relations for the hydrodynamics of a relativistic fluid. We have used this method to find the
constitutive relations in the chiral hadronic fluid, with and without spontaneous symmetry
breaking. In the former case, they are expressed in terms of five pseudo-scalars and four
pseudo-vectors quantities depending on the NG fields, together with the magnetic field
and the vorticity vector. From them, we identify the pion field contributions to the chiral
magnetic and vortical effects. Our calculation also predicts the emergence of a chiral
electric effect whose corresponding transport coefficient is explicitly evaluated. This effect
contributes to all vector and axial-vector covariant and consistent currents.
Whereas in the unbroken theory the chiral magnetic effect is restricted to the axial-
vector currents, when expressed in terms of KK-variant fields, we have found how the
presence of NG bosons induces this effect also in vector currents. In all cases, its strength
is controlled by the chemical potential governing chiral imbalance, and disappears in the
limit µ5 → 0. A vorticity dependent term survives nonetheless in the number densities,
agreeing with similar contributions found in Ref. [58] using a different physical approach.
As for the axial-vector global currents, they contain chiral separation effects associated
with the electric and magnetic fields, as well as the vorticity. The later remains finite in
the limit of vanishing chiral imbalance.
The strategy employed here to obtain the constitutive relations of a chiral (super)fluid
can be extended to a wide class of theories with anomalous currents in both high energy and
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condensed matter physics. Gravitational and/or mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies [25]
can also be incorporated into the description by considering the appropriate anomaly poly-
nomials. Due to the presence of curvature terms, they would contribute at higher orders
in the derivative expansion. Finding an economical and systematic way of computing the
gravitational contributions to the constitutive relations is indeed of interest, given their
recently discovered experimental signatures [61]. These and other issues will be addressed
elsewhere.
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